I Dreamed I Was A Butterfly

A workshop with Sandy Corbin . . . . . 2018

This is created with invisible machine appliqué.

949-637-5450

The class supply list: For either class
1. “I Dreamed I was a Butterfly” pattern by Sandy Corbin - I will bring them for purchase @ $11.00 each.
2. An open toe foot is really nice, so that you can see best for machine appliqué.
3. Medium size permanent marker Red and fine tip black.
4. Spray starch (can) (if you don’t have it , not to worry I’ll bring mine also).
5. FREEZER PAPER - - - lots...we will be layering it..
6. Pencils that will show up on your fabric!
7. Clear template plastic. 9½" x 12½" sheet.
8. Clear thread both smoke and clear.
9. Basting glue such as Roxanne's.
10. Scraps of fabric to practice appliqué.
11. Machine thread for piecing. A lighter weight thread for the bobbin is best, if you have it..
12. Cutting mat, rotary cutter, and 6" x 24" & 6½" x 6½" rulers.
13. Sewing machine with all the usual supplies; scissors, seam ripper, pins, thread, etc.
14. Mini iron and pad. Old pillow case to put on top of ironing mat for protection.
Fabric requirements: For the PILLOW 18" x 18" “This doesn’t have to be a pillow”
¼ yard Shoo Fly block (pieced solid section)
⅓ yard Background area (dots in the photo)
1 fat quarters—top wing section There needs to be a repeat in this fabric to match the top wings
3 fat quarters—One each for wing bottom, stem/leaf, flower spiral.
5" sq.
Flower background. Use a coordinating solid or tone on tone.
5" sq.
Brown for the body.
22" sq. Each muslin and batting to quilt the pillow.
¼ yard Binding. Coordinate with or the same as the Butterfly wings.
Brown Floss DMC for antenna
Bring two fat-quarters and a 14"zipper (or longer) if you would like to make your pillow back.
Fabric requirements: For the TABLE

RUNNER

14½" x 43"

1 yard
Background
⅓ - ⅜ yard Shoo Fly Block (gold) and binding
10 to 12 fat quarters for butterfly wings. The more the better so there are choices
There needs to be a repeat in this fabric to match the top wings



Please do before class ! ! !
For Pillow cut: 

Background fabric; One 5" strip and a 6"strip.
From the 5" strip cut two 5" squares and four
4½"squares. Set aside the 6" strip and bring to class.
Shoo Fly fabric; Cut two 5"squares and one
4½" square.
Draw a diagonal line on the back of 5" squares.



5"x 8"
One for each butterfly - bottom wings
¼ yard
Brown for the body
¼ yard
Binding (If you want something different).
Brown embroidery floss DMC for antenna

Please do before class ! ! !
For Table Runner cut: 
Background fabric; Three - 5" strips. Set aside 3 strips and bring to class.

One 3 ½" strip, cut into eleven 3½" squares.
One 4" strip, cut one 3 ½" square and six 4" squares.
Shoo Fly Block fabric; Cut one 4" strip. Cut into six 4" squares.
From remaining piece cut three 3½" squares.
Draw a diagonal line on the back of 4" squares.

